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Abstract

In this work we introduce RAPIDD, a surrogate model that speeds up the computa-

tion of the expected spectrum of dark matter particles in direct detection experiments.

RAPIDD replaces the exact calculation of the dark matter differential rate (which in gen-

eral involves up to three nested integrals) with a much faster parametrization in terms

of ordinary polynomials of the dark matter mass and couplings, obtained in an initial

training phase. In this article, we validate our surrogate model on the multi-dimensional

parameter space resulting from the effective field theory description of dark matter in-

teractions with nuclei, including also astrophysical uncertainties in the description of the

dark matter halo. As a concrete example, we use this tool to study the complementarity

of different targets to discriminate simplified dark matter models. We demonstrate that

RAPIDD is fast and accurate, and particularly well-suited to explore a multi-dimensional

parameter space, such as the one in effective field theory approach, and scans with a large

number of evaluations.



1 Introduction

Astrophysical and cosmological observations strongly indicate that approximately 85% of the

matter density of the Universe consists of a new type matter that does not emit or absorb

light. The detection and identification of this dark matter (DM) constitutes one of the main

challenges in modern particle physics, as it can only be explained with new physics beyond the

Standard Model. Among the different particle models for DM, a generic weakly-interacting

massive particle is considered a natural candidate since it can be thermally produced in

the early Universe in the right amount to account for the observed DM abundance today.

DM particles with electroweak scale interactions can be searched for directly, through their

scattering off nuclei in underground detectors. A large number of experiments have been

looking for the resulting keV-scale nuclear recoils using a variety of techniques during the

past decades. No confirmed DM signature has been found, which has lead to stringent upper

constraints on the DM-nucleus scattering cross section. In the coming years, a new generation

of detectors will continue probing the DM paradigm with improved sensitivities and larger

targets, raising the hope of a future detection.

The expected event rate from the elastic scattering of a DM particle, χ, with mass mχ

off a target nucleus with mass mT in a given energy bin, k, is given by

Nk =
ρ0ε

mT mχ

∫ Ek+1

Ek

dER ε(ER)

∫
E′
R

dE′RGauss(E
′
R, ER)

∫
vmin

d~v vf(~v)
dσχT
dE′R

, (1.1)

where ρ0 is the local DM density, f(~v) is the DM velocity distribution in the detector frame

normalized to unity, and ε is the total exposure (given by the product of the detector mass

and the run-time). The integration over the DM velocity is performed from the minimum

DM speed needed to induce a nuclear recoil of energy ER, vmin =
√
mTER/(2µ2

T ). The

total event rate is then calculated by integrating the differential event rate over the nuclear

recoil energy, ER, within a given energy bin, dependent on the specific experiment (bins

are defined from a minimum threshold energy ET ). In doing this, the experimental energy

resolution, Gauss(E′R, ER) (generally incorporated as a Gaussian smearing), and energy-

dependent efficiency, ε(ER), have to be taken into account.

The particle physics nature of the DM is encoded in the DM-nucleus differential scat-

tering cross section, dσχT /dER. Traditionally, the scattering cross-section is split into two

components, a spin-dependent (SD) and a spin-independent (SI) one, which originate from

different terms in the microscopic Lagrangian describing DM interactions with quarks. How-

ever, the general Lagrangian describing DM interactions with nuclei in the non-relativistic

limit can be much more diverse [1], featuring up to 18 different operators, some of which

display a non-trivial dependence with the DM velocity and the momentum exchange [1–3].

The resulting effective field theory (EFT) is then described in terms of a Lagrangian that

contains four-field operators of elastic scattering between a dark matter particle and a target
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nucleon,

Lint =
∑
τ

∑
i

cτiOiχχττ. (1.2)

In this expression, τ can either represent proton and neutron interactions or isoscalar and

isovector interactions. In our work we will use the isospin basis, thus τ = 0, 1. The operator

variables of the effective Lagrangian must be invariant under Galilean transformations. This

means that the momentum- and velocity-dependent terms must appear as the momentum

transfer and the relative incoming velocities, which limits the number of effective operators [2].

The total DM-nucleus cross section is calculated by adding these contributions coherently,

using nuclear wave functions, which results in the following expression,

dσχT
dER

=
mT

2πm4
v

1

v

∑
ij

∑
τ,τ ′=0,1

cτi c
τ ′
j F τ,τ ′

i,j (v2, q2) . (1.3)

Here, F τ,τ ′

i,j are the nuclear form factors (see e.g., Refs. [2, 4] for their expressions in the

isospin and nuclear basis, respectively). This expression explicitly shows the occurrence of

interference terms between the two isospin-components within each operator, F 0,1
i,i , (relevant

when the coupling of the DM to protons and neutrons differs), as well as interference terms

between the following pairs of EFT operators, (O1,O3), (O4,O5), (O4,O6), and (O8,O9).

The couplings ci are chosen to be dimensionless, having been normalised by the Higgs vacuum

expectation value, mv = 264 GeV, following the prescription of Ref. [4, 5].

In the case of a positive signature, the spectral shape of the nuclear recoil spectrum can

be used to reconstruct the dark matter properties [6, 7]. In fact, the shape of the spectrum

contains information that allows to distinguish non-standard momentum dependent contribu-

tions [8]. The reconstruction of DM parameters is subject to statistical limitations [9] and is

also very sensitive to uncertainties in the astrophysical parameters describing the Milky Way

halo [10], as well as in the nuclear form factors [11]. Finally, it has been shown that the use

of different experimental targets [12–14] is crucial in order to determine the DM parameters

after a positive detection. The reconstruction of DM parameters is extremely challenging in

the multi-dimensional EFT parameter space. Combining the results from multiple targets

and techniques strongly constrains theoretical models in the absence of a detection and allows

for determination of the underlying physics of the interaction once a signal is seen [15–17].

It has thus been argued that next generation experiments constitute an excellent tool to

probe the general EFT parameter space [5,18] and identify the right theory [19–23]. Adding

information from annual modulation [24] is particularly useful to identify certain class of

unconventional operators. In Ref. [25] a strategy to explore the vast EFT parameter space

using direct detection data was tested, based on the use of Bayesian inference methods. Fi-

nally, the inclusion of data from indirect searches and colliders (LHC) provides very valuable

complementary information with which the DM properties can be better determined (see

e.g., Refs. [26–34]).
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From a computational perspective, the reconstruction of DM parameters involves evalu-

ating equation (1.1) in a multidimensional parameter space, which can be very costly since

in general it contains three nested integrals. In order to speed up this process, we have

developed RAPIDD, a surrogate model that allows a fast and accurate determination of

the expected DM spectrum in direct detection experiments. In particular, we have used

the Professor tool [35] to parameterise the experimental response of direct dark matter

experiments in terms of simple polynomial functions. The polynomial fits are obtained for

each individual experiment via a training process, which employs the exact calculation and

the specific details of each experiment. After this (expensive) offline phase, the resulting

surrogate model is considerably faster than the exact calculation, especially when the di-

mensionality of the parameter space is large. Thus, it is ideal to explore the general EFT

parameter space, to investigate the complementarity of different targets, or to use in scans

that require a large number of evaluations. In this article we validate RAPIDD, and we

use it to test the identification of simplified DM models using direct detection data from

upcoming experiments.

This article is organised as follows. In Section 2, we explain how the surrogate model

RAPIDD is built. We comment on possible limitations and explain how these are dealt with

in our analysis. In Section 3 we test RAPIDD in some simple scenarios, based on one and

two effective operators to describe the DM-nucleus scattering cross section, and also including

astrophysical uncertainties. To illustrate our method, in Section 4, we apply it to study the

reconstruction of parameters with a simplified model approach, which involves up to four

different operators, employing three different experimental targets. Finally, our conclusions

are presented in Section 5.

2 Parametrization of the DM detection rate

In this section, we explain the construction of a surrogate model to compute the expected

number of DM events in direct detection experiments. Our goal is to speed up the compu-

tation without losing precision, in order to adapt it to explore multi-dimensional parameter

spaces and large scans. To this aim, we have developed RAPIDD (Reconstruction Algo-

rithm of Parameters In Direct Detection), a Python code based on the Professor tool

(used extensively in particle collider analyses).

The idea of replacing the expensive part of a calculation with an approximate model is

certainly not new. In fact a very similar approach taken in this work has been successfully

applied in the field of collider physics to optimise parameters of Monte-Carlo programs using

numerical χ2 minimisation [36] or constrain to effective field theory operators in BSM physics

scenarios [37–39].

The objective function of our optimization problem is a binned likelihood, L(Θ), con-
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Figure 1: Execution time of the surrogate model RAPIDD (red lines) as a function of the

number livepoints used in MultiNest runs. For reference, the gray lines represent the runtime

of the full physics code. The solid (dashed) lines correspond to the case without (with)

astrophysical uncertainties.

structed from a signal prediction and data (we will use mock data to simulate hypothetical

future results):

L(Θ) =
∏
a

La(Θ) =
∏
a

∏
k

Na
k (Θ)λ

a
keN

a
k (Θ)

λak!
, (2.1)

where the number of recoil events Na
k in the k-th bin for the experiment a, is compared with

the prediction of the benchmark model in the same bin, λak, for that given target. We assume

that each experimental dataset follows an independent Poissonian distribution, so the full

likelihood function is equivalent to the product of the likelihoods for each experiment La.
Traditionally, such analyses are conducted by interfacing a likelihood evaluator with the

signal generating code directly. Modern statistical tools are very efficient and especially the

introduction of nested sampling prevents wasting CPU cycles on points of the parameter

space where the likelihood is low. However, this approach relies on exactly evaluating the

signal prediction at every iteration which in turn means that the run-time of the likelihood

evaluation is dominated by the run-time of the signal prediction of eq. (1.1) (which in general

involves three nested integrals). This effectively limits its applicability to low-dimensional

parameter spaces or more general to cases where the statistical analysis does not become

prohibitively expensive.

In this work we replace each exact Na
k with an ordinary polynomial that has been trained

on a sample of Na
k at various points of the model parameter space, Θ, using Professor. In

that sense, our surrogate model is simply a collection of polynomials and the computational

gain is due to the polynomials being much cheaper to evaluate than the true Na
k in eq. (2.1).
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In Figure 1 we compare the execution time of our surrogate model with that of the full physics

code. To evaluate the Bayesian evidence in both cases, we will use MultiNest [40, 41], which

is particularly well suited to explore high dimensional parameter spaces with multi-modal

posterior distributions. The execution time is represented as a function of the number of

livepoints used in MultiNest. We have observed a consistent improvement of approximately

two orders of magnitude in the speed of the computation in the simplest runs with a small

number of parameters.

It goes without saying that the method allows for other parametrization functions. We

choose polynomials, however, as they are numerically robust, easy to understand and rela-

tively cheap to train. Their usage is further motivated by the fact that the number of DM

events in a given energy bin, given by equation (1.1), is in general a smooth function of the

DM parameters (mass and couplings) in a given energy range. There are exceptions to this

mild behaviour that will require a more careful treatment, namely accidental cancelations due

to interference terms between different operators, and threshold effects for low DM masses.

We briefly summarise Professor here before addressing these points.

The objective of Professor is to translate the exact signal prediction in equation (1.1) for

each bin, Na
k (Θ), into an ordinary polynomial, Pak (Θ). To do so we first choose a polynomial

order O appropriate for the physics problem at hand. With O and Θ given, the structure

of the polynomial is fixed. What remains to be done is to determine the Ncoeffs coefficients,

dak,l, that allow to approximate the true behaviour of Na
k (Θ) such that

Na
k (Θ) ≈ Pak (Θ) =

Ncoeffs∑
l=1

dak,l Θ̃l ≡ da
k · Θ̃, (2.2)

where Θ̃l are suitable combinations of the actual parameters4, Θ. The algorithm to determine

da
k requires the knowledge of the exact Na

k (Θ) at some (randomly sampled) points of the

parameter space in question. Having sampled and evaluated Na
k for at least Ncoeffs points (a

task that can trivially be parallelised) we can construct a matrix equation

~Na
k = MΘ̃ · da

k, (2.3)

where MΘ̃ is a quantity similar to a Vandermorde matrix where each row contains the values

of Θ̃ for each sampled point, and ~Na
k is a vector of the resulting number of events. This allows

us to solve for da
k using the (pseudo-) inverse of MΘ̃, which in the Professor program is

evaluated by means of a singular value decomposition.

The minimal number of points (i.e. fully determined matrix) is given by the number of

coefficients of an r-th order polynomial in D dimensions. The exact number is given in [35].

4 For example, for a quadratic polynomial in a two dimensional parameter space Θ = (mχ, c1) = (x, y),

these would take on the form da
k = (α, βx, βy, γxx, γxy, γyy), and Θ̃ = (1, x, y, x2, xy, y2).
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We found it beneficial to oversample by approximately a factor of 2 in order to have greater

statistics when validating our parameterization.

Although extremely robust and justified whenever Taylor’s theorem applies, the validity

of the polynomial approximation is not guaranteed and must be checked before attempting

any likelihood evaluation. For the most part, standard techniques such as checking the

polynomial prediction against its own exact inputs provided by the Professor toolkit were

used. In this work specifically we were confronted with the following limitations:

(i) Low-mass DM: The number of expected DM events for a given energy bin is in general

a smooth function of the DM mass (and therefore susceptible to be fit by a polynomial).

The only subtlety to take into account is that, for a given DM mass, there is a maximum

recoil energy, given by

EmaxR = 2
µ2
χT

mT
v2
esc , (2.4)

where vesc is the escape velocity in the DM halo. If the incident particle is light enough,

experiments will be able to probe the end point of the spectrum, which means that Na
k

is zero above a given energy bin. In our parametrisation, this discontinuity is difficult

to fit precisely with a polynomial function. We have circumvented this difficulty by

multiplying by a Heaviside step function which automatically incorporates condition

(2.4).

(ii) Accidental cancellations: as already mentioned in the introduction, there are inter-

ference terms between the different isospin contributions for each operator, as well as

between some of the EFT operators. These subtleties are difficult to capture with the

single polynomial approximation proposed in eq. (2.2). Instead, we have found that it

is much more convenient to use various polynomials (one for each effective operator,

including also the interference term), as follows

Na
k (Θ) ≈

∑
ij

∑
τ,τ ′=0,1

Pa,i,j,τ,τ ′k (Θ) . (2.5)

Building the parametrisation in this way makes the training stage quicker, because the

required number of sample points is reduced. Solving equation (2.3) for the coefficients

in a lower dimension is also quicker than in a higher dimension, which compensates for

building multiple polynomials for each dimension.

(iii) Precision loss: For consistency, we have monitored the precision of the surrogate model

by comparing the DM spectrum obtained for the best fit point with the surrogate model

and with the physics code. We have found that in general the agreement was excellent,

well below 1% for the examples shown in this paper. We have found that precision can

be lost in some cases of high dimensionality, but that this behaviour can be corrected
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Target Exposure Energy window Bin No

Xe 5.6×106 kg days 3-30 keV 27

Ge 91250 kg days 0.35-50 keV 49

Ar 7.3×106 kg days 5.0-30 keV 24

Table 1: Specifications of the direct detection experiments considered in this work.

if a higher order in the polynomial fit is used. Likewise, the surrogate model can be

less precise towards the edges of the parameter space used in the training phase. This

is easily avoided by training the surrogate model in a wider window that the one where

it is intended to be used.

3 Examples

In this section we consider various simple examples that allow us to validate our surrogate

model. We have selected various DM benchmark points that are within the reach of future G2

experiments and we have attempted to reconstruct the DM parameters (mass and couplings)

using RAPIDD, and comparing it with the full calculation.

In Table 1, we summarise the experimental configurations that we have considered in this

work. These are motivated by future direct detection experiments. The exposure and energy

ranges are chosen so as to mimic the planned G2 experiments SuperCDMS [42] (for Ge and

Si), LZ, XENON1T, PandaX [43–45] (for Xe) and DarkSide [46] (for Ar). Notice, however,

that at this point we are not interested in replicating the whole experimental setup, and for

simplicity we also assume a constant efficiency, ε(ER) = 1, and perfect energy resolution,

Gauss(E′R, ER) = δ(E′R−ER), in Eq. (1.1). These quantities vary from experiment to exper-

iment, and can be straightforwardly incorporated in our method, only having a cost in the

initial training time.

The parameter reconstruction is carried out using MultiNest 2.9 [40, 41], which is in-

terfaced with RAPIDD. In order to test the results with the full computation, we also

interface MultiNest to our own numerical code that computes the number of recoil events

using Eq.(1.1). In both cases, we use the same definition for the likelihood, based on a binned

analysis of the resulting data. Scans are performed with 15000 live points and a tolerance of

0.0001 to reach a good sampling of the profile likelihood (defined below) as found in Ref. [47].

The experimental data consists of the predicted sets of binned DM rates for each target,

D = ({λak}). The parameter space is therefore Θ = (mχ, c
τ
i ). Logarithmic priors are assumed

for the EFT couplings and for the DM mass. Regarding the properties of the DM halo, in the

first examples we will consider the Standard Halo Model (SHM). The SHM is characterised by
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an isotropic Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity distribution function [48] in Eq. 1.1. We have used

the following values for the local dark matter density, ρ0 = 0.4 GeV cm−3, central velocity,

v0 = 220 km s−1, and escape velocity, vesc = 544 km s−1. In this first example, we have

not incorporated uncertainties in these quantities, but we will address this in Section 3.3,

together with the generalisation to other DM haloes.

3.1 One operator: spin-independent scattering

In order to tune our method, we have started with a canonical scenario, where the DM-

nucleus scattering cross section is described by a single operator. We have chosen O1, which

corresponds to the standard spin-independent scattering, this can come from a scalar, fermion

dark matter particle as well as more exotic natures5. We have also set the couplings of the

DM to protons and neutrons equal (cpi = cni = c0
i ), which is known as being purely isoscalar.

We are therefore left with a two-dimensional parameter space (mχ, c
0
1).

We have chosen two benchmark points, a low mass case with mχ = 30 GeV and a higher

mass case, where mχ = 100 GeV. The coupling to O1 is c0
1 = 5 × 10−5 in both cases. For

reference, the relation with the (most commonly used) zero-velocity spin-independent DM-

nucleon scattering cross-section reads

σχN =
µ2
χN

πm4
v

(
c0

1

)2
, (3.1)

where µχN is the DM-nucleon reduced mass and mv is the Higgs expectation which enters

the calculation by normalization convention explained in section 1. The parameterization

was trained using 1000 random points in the (mχ, c
0
1) plane.

In Figure 2 we show the reconstruction of DM parameters for both benchmark points,

the light mass, which is shaded blue, and the high mass which is shaded red. The black

lines indicate the 2σ and 1σ regions calculated by the physics code. We have assumed

observation in a future Xenon experiment (with details as in Table 1). The best fit points

are, respectively, (mχ, c
0
1) = (30.0 GeV, 5.00×10−5) and (99.7 GeV, 4.99×10−5), and the 1σ

(68% C.L.) and 2σ (95% C.L.) regions span the same areas. Without having lost accuracy,

the great advantage of the parametrisation method is its speed. While the full computation

took approximately 40 minutes for each example, the results using the surrogate model took

just 10 seconds (after an initial training phase of approximately 2 minutes). To calculate the

contours in these plots we have used a function provided by Superplot [49].

As mentioned in Section 2, low DM masses are a potential challenge for our surrogate

model. With this test we have shown that RAPIDD is reliable in this mass regime.

5In the next section we will explore specific realizations in terms of simplified DM models, where one can

see that O1 is ubiquitous. For this first test, there is no need to specify the model.
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Figure 2: Reconstruction of DM parameters in the (mχ, c
0
1) plane for two benchmark points.

The best-fit point and 1σ (68% C.L.) and 2σ (95% C.L.) regions are shown for the results

obtained with RAPIDD (white star and shaded areas) and the full physics code (white ring

and solid and dashed black lines).

3.2 Operator interference and isospin-violating couplings

As explained in the Introduction, each operator’s response is summed over isoscalar and

isovector interactions (or equivalently, proton and neutron interaction). Likewise, there are

interference terms among some of the EFT operators. Due to the resulting interference terms,

accidental cancellations can occur between these responses. For example, the interaction rate

of isospin-violating dark matter [50–53] is extremely sensitive to the nuclear target. In fact,

for specific choices of DM couplings to protons and neutrons, one can greatly suppress the

expected rate in certain targets, a strategy that was once used to try to reconcile positive

DM hints (such as DAMA and CoGeNT) with the negative results from other experiments

(mainly XENON). For a recent review on isospin-violating DM models, see Ref. [54].

This finely tuned cancellation is a challenge for our parametrisation technique. In par-

ticular, we have checked that a polynomial approximation of the total response, dR/dER, is

unable to properly capture this subtle behaviour. As already mentioned in Section 2, this

problem can be addressed by using independent parametrisations for each isospin contribu-

tion and for each interference term, as in equation (2.5). In this particular example, we will

use different polynomials for each of the three contributions, P00
k , P10

k , and P11
k . Each of

these vary smoothly with the input parameters (mχ, c
0
1, c

1
1) and this ensures a much more

reliable reconstruction, including cancellations.

We show in Figure 3 the results of a three-dimensional scan (mχ, c
0
1, c

1
1) for a benchmark
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Figure 3: Reconstruction of DM parameters in (mχ, c
0
1, c

1
1). The best-fit point and the 1σ

(68% C.L.) and 2σ (95% C.L.) regions are shown for the results obtained with RAPIDD

(white star and shaded areas) and the full physics code (white ring and solid and dashed

black lines).

point that exhibits a large degree of fine-tuning. When comparing to the result using the

full calculation, we can observe that our parametrisation method recovers the correct shape

of the reconstructed areas, including the region where the negative interference takes place.

As in previous examples, the time employed by our method was considerably shorter. Notice

that the best fit point in our reconstruction (white star) does not coincide with that of the

best-fit point (white ring) from the physics calculation. However, the best-fit point calculated

by RAPIDD is well within the 1σ contour.

Having proved that this prescription treats cancellations accurately, RAPIDD’s default

setting is to produce output from a series of polynomials as described in equation (2.5).

3.3 Generalised DM haloes

The SHM is the canonical choice used to present the results from direct detection experiments.

It is particularly convenient because the velocity integral can be solved analytically, which

greatly reduces computing time. However, The SHM is in conflict with numerical simulations,

which produce anisotropic DM halos with speed distributions that deviate systematically from

the Maxwell-Boltzmann one [55–60]. Direct detection experiments are very sensitive to the

halo parameters [10, 13, 61–63], especially when probing low-mass DM candidates [62]. For

example, changes in the velocity distribution function can significantly alter the population
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of DM particles with enough speed to produce recoils above the experimental threshold.

Our surrogate model can be easily adjusted to a general velocity distribution function.

In fact, it is for general haloes that this method is more advantageous: whereas the full

calculation relies on numerically solving the velocity integral, in our method, this only has

to be done in the training phase.

As a final test of our method, we have applied our reconstruction routine to the same

example as in the previous subsections, but considering a generalised DM halo, defined by

a following velocity distribution function which differs from the SHM in a high-velocity tail

[56, 57,64,65]. An additional parameter k controls the deviations [66] as

f(v) = N−1
k

[
e−v

2/kv2
0 − e−v2

esc/kv
2
0

]k
Θ(vesc − v), (3.2)

where Nk = v3
0e
−y2

e
∫ ye

0 dy y2(e−(y2−y2
e)/k − 1)k and ye = vesc/v0, and the SHM is recovered

for k = 0. We have considered variations in the halo parameters as vesc ∈ [478, 610] km

s−1, v0 ∈ [170, 290] km s−1, and k ∈ [0.5, 3.5], which are included in our scan as nuisance

parameters. The local DM density is also subject to observational uncertainties, and we

have considered here a range ρ0 ∈ [0.2, 0.6] GeV cm−3 [67–70]. These ranges are consistent

(although broader) than those obtained in recent analysis of N-body simulations that include

the effect of baryons Ref. [71, 72].

Figure 4 shows the resulting reconstruction of DM parameters in this generalised halo.

As expected, the 1σ (68% C.L.) and 2σ (95% C.L.) regions are wider as a consequence of

astrophysical uncertainties. As in the previous examples, we observe no difference between the

results obtained with RAPIDD and those obtained with the full physics code. We therefore

conclude that our surrogate model is fast and reliable, and easily applicable to generalised

DM haloes.

Finally, RAPIDD can also incorporate velocity distribution functions which are defined

as a function of the velocity, but not necessarily given by an analytical formula. This is useful

to interpret results from numerical simulations (see e.g., Refs. [63, 72]).

4 Simplified dark matter models

Having proved the reliability and speed of RAPIDD in the previous section, we will now

exploit this tool to illustrate what we consider as a major application of our method: DM

parameter reconstruction in a multi-dimensional parameter space and model comparison in

the presence of future data in direct detection experiments. As in the examples of the pre-

vious sections, we will employ MultiNest to efficiently sample the parameter space. When

employing Bayesian inference methods, the reader should be aware that the posterior distri-

bution functions (pdfs) can be sensitive to the choice of priors [47, 73, 74]. In our analysis
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Figure 4: Reconstruction of DM parameters in the (mχ, c
0
1) plane when astrophysical uncer-

tainties are included. The best-fit point and the 1σ (68% C.L.) and 2σ (95% C.L.) regions

are shown for the results obtained with RAPIDD (white star and shaded areas) and the full

physics code (white ring and solid and dashed black lines).

below, we will show the profile likelihood, which is usually more sensitive to small fine-tuned

regions with large likelihood (while the integration implemented for the pdf accounts for vol-

ume effects). We should point out that RAPIDD should be useful in both a frequentist or

Bayesian approach.

In this section we consider a set of simplified DM models, in which a dark matter particle

and a new mediator are added to the SM Lagrangian. The EFT operators for direct detection

can be recovered in the non-relativistic limit [3]. In this section, simplified models will be

labelled according to the nature of the DM and mediator as follows: SS (scalar DM with

scalar or pseudoscalar mediator), SV (scalar DM with vector mediator), FS (fermion DM

with scalar or pseudoscalar mediator), FV (fermion DM with vector mediator)6.

Assuming that the couplings in the Lagrangian are of the same order, there is a subset

of EFT operators that give the leading contributions to the DM-nucleus scattering rate for

each simplified DM model, as studied in Refs. [3, 33]. This allows us to design strategies

that can lead to the discrimination of DM models [17, 21, 24, 33, 75, 76] There are public

codes, such as the one presented in Ref. [77] that can be used to obtain this matching. We

will use these subsets of operators to reconstruct DM parameters from a hypothetical signal,

6We have not included examples with vector DM, although we have explicitly checked that they are

successfully reproduced with RAPIDD. The reason is that in these models, when the mediator is a scalar the

operator space is the same as in the SS case, and when the mediator is a vector, the parameter space contains

up to eight operators. This is difficult to constrain using just the three experiments of Table 1: only upper

bounds are obtained on the EFT operators and the results are therefore not very enlightening.
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Name Model DM Parameters NXe NGe NAr

BP1 SS
mχ = 10 GeV

c1 = 1× 10−4

c10 = 5

93 10 50

BP2 SS
mχ = 100 GeV

c1 = 3× 10−5

c10 = 5× 10−1

206 2 30

BP3 FS

mχ = 30 GeV

c1 = 0.0

c6 = 60

c10 = 0.0

c11 = 0.0

256 1 0

Table 2: Benchmark points considered in this paper. They all satisfy current experimental

constraints from direct detection experiments and are within the reach of next generation

detectors. For reference, we indicate the total number of DM events expected in each of the

experimental configurations of Table 1.

thus testing the validity of each individual scenario. For concreteness, the relation between

models and operators is as follows: SS {O1, O10}, SV {O1, O7}, FS {O1, O6, O10, O11},
FV {O1, O4, O7, O8, O9}. It should be emphasized at this point that among these opera-

tors, O5, O6, O9, O10 and O11 have a non-trivial momentum dependence that leads to an

unconventional spectrum (which vanishes for ER → 0).

We will consider a hypothetical future situation in which several direct detection exper-

iments observe an excess in their data that can be attributed to DM particles. We will

attempt to reconstruct the data within the context of different simplified models. As already

mentioned in the Introduction, in general, a single experimental target is unable to unam-

biguously determine the DM couplings, thus we consider a signal in three targets, Ge, Xe,

and Ar.

We have selected a number of benchmark points, shown in Table 2, all of which satisfy

the current experimental bounds from direct detection experiments. We include one example

with a low-mass DM particle (BP1) and another one with a heavier candidate (BP2), since

they give rise to different issues in the parameter reconstruction. We have also chosen a

point motivated by Pseudoscalar-mediated DM [20, 52] (BP3). We have assumed universal

couplings of the DM to quarks, which leads to a specific relation between the isoscalar and

isovector components of the DM-nucleus coupling (see, for example, Ref. [33]), thereby ef-

fectively reducing the dimensionality of the parameter space. For each benchmark point, we
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have generated mock data for the experimental setups of Table 2. Then, using this data,

we have attempted the reconstruction of DM parameters (mass and couplings) for each sim-

plified DM model (SS, SV, FS, FV, VS, VV) using RAPIDD linked with MultiNest. In

all cases, we have computed the reconstruction corresponding to each individual target, as

well as the one resulting from the combination of data from the three targets. For clarity,

the plots showing the resulting profile likelihood in the multi-dimensional parameter space

are shown in Appendix A, and in the rest of this section we will only show the DM spectra

corresponding to the best-fit points in each model.

In this case study we have not computed the DM relic abundance, as it collider constraints.

The latter might be particularly relevant to some specific EFT operator. A recent analysis [34]

has explored the combination of direct detection experiments with collider constraints in

order to identify the simplified model. These bounds can be easily implemented in the

reconstruction algorithm, although they lie beyond the scope of our analysis.

4.1 BP1 (light DM):

Our first benchmark point, with mχ = 10 GeV, is an example of low-mass DM candidate.

When doing the matching for non-relativistic operators for scalar mediated DM one finds only

O1 and O10 responses [3, 76]. Interestingly these two operators have a different momentum

dependence. However, due to the small DM mass, the characteristic shape of O10 can be

mistaken for a typical exponential behaviour unless the experimental threshold is very low.

This is a challenge for parameter reconstruction that can be alleviated through the use of

multiple targets.

In Figure 5, we show the DM differential rate obtained for the best fit points in each

simplified model and target (the different columns represent, from left to right, SS, SV, FS,

and FV, and the different rows represent, from top to bottom, Ge, Xe, and Ar). The vertical

grey dashed lines represent the energy range used in the fit for each target. In each plot, the

red line corresponds to the differential rate predicted by the benchmark point (BP1), and

the thick, dashed, black line is the differential rate obtained for the best-fit point (combining

the data of the three targets). The individual contributions from EFT operators are shown

by means of a dot-dashed line (for operators with a canonical momentum dependence) and

dotted line (for operators with an extra momentum-dependence). The table below the plot

indicates the parameters for the best-fit point in each simplified model, using the same colour

code as the figure.

The full reconstruction can be found in Figures 8 (SS), 9 (SV), 10 (FS) 11 (FV) of

Appendix A, where the profile likelihood in the DM parameters is represented. In these

plots we have indicated the 2σ (95% C.L.) contours obtained with each individual target,

germanium (blue), xenon (green), and argon (orange). The combined results are shown by
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means of a shaded area and black dashed and solid lines for the 1σ (68% C.L.) and 2σ (95%

C.L.) contours. As we can observe in these figures, the DM mass is very well-reconstructed

around the nominal value. Given the small DM mass, the end-point of the DM spectrum

falls within the energy range explored in the three experiments. Notice that this argument is

independent of the effective operator (the right mass is obtained in all scenarios), and therefore

it does not help in discriminating the different models. As expected, a single experiment is

unable to unambiguously determine the DM parameters. This can be seen, e.g., in Figures 8

(SS), where the lines corresponding to Ge, Xe, and Ar, fail to produce closed contours in the

(c1, c10) plane. This same effect happens for all other models, Figs. 9 (SV), 10 (FS), and 11

(FV).

For the low masses that we are considering, the responses of operators O1 and O10 are

very similar in both germanium and xenon. Thus, these two targets are unable to resolve

the degeneracy and in principle only are able to place an upper bound on the corresponding

couplings. We can observe this effect in Figure 8, the {O1,O10} plane, where the Germanium

contours are not closed. Interestingly, argon is insensitive to the spin-dependent interaction

O10, which makes it ideal to resolve the ambiguity. This leads to closed contours in both SS

(Fig. 8) and FS (Fig. 10).

In all the four models, the reconstruction favours a leading contribution from operator

O1, consistent with the original benchmark point. The small contribution from a momentum-

dependent operator is either attributed to O10, (in SS and FS) or O9 (in FV). In order to

quantify and compare the goodness of the resulting fits, we have computed the log-likelihood

of each best-fit point, as given by eq. (2.1). We can observe that a relatively good fit is

obtained in all four scenarios, with a slight preference for the right model SS and also FS

(since it has the same operators).7

Finally, as a consistency check, we have compared the binned DM spectrum for the best

fit points obtained with RAPIDD and with the full physics code. We have observed that

the number of DM events per bin obtained with the surrogate model and the real one differ

by less than 1% when fourth order polynomials are employed for models SS, SV, and FS.

We have found that model FV requires a fifth order polynomial to attain the same degree of

precision.

7 Notice that in this kind of analysis, it is customary to compare hypothesis by means of the Bayesian

evidence, however, we are here dealing with models of different dimensionality and we would observe the rather

trivial result that models with more free parameters are favoured. As explained for example in Ref. [25], one

could start by calculating the evidence for 2D slices of the parameter space and thus identify the most likely

set of parameters before moving to larger dimensions.
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logL(SS) = −29.9 logL(SV ) = −30.3 logL(FS) = −29.9 logL(FV ) = −33.9

Figure 5: Reconstruction of parameters for BP1: Differential rate as a function of the recoil

energy corresponding to the best fit point in each simplified models (columns) and for each

of the experimental targets (rows). The thick black line corresponds to the full differential

rate obtained from the best fit point (after combination of data from the three targets) in

each of the simplified models. For reference, the thick red line shows the differential rate

corresponding to the benchmark point. The thin dotted (dot-dashed) lines represent the

individual contributions from momentum dependent (independent) operators. The vertical

dashed lines delimit the energy range explored for each target. The table indicates the

parameters for the best fit points in each case (using the same colour code as the lines in the

plots), and the value for its log-likelihood calculated using eq. 2.1. Gray shading is used to

denote the true model (SS in this case).
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4.2 BP2 (Heavy DM)

We now turn our attention to a larger value of the DM mass. Benchmark point BP2 features

a 100 GeV particle. This implies that the resulting spectrum is flatter and displaced towards

larger values of the recoil energy. It should be noted that with the configurations chosen in

Table 1, only the xenon and argon targets would be sensitive to this signal. Since we have

assumed a smaller exposure for germanium, the expected number of events for this target

is merely NGe = 1, which only leads an upper bound in the corresponding couplings. The

spectra for the best-fit points are shown in Fig. 6.

Due to the heavier DM mass, the endpoint of the recoil spectrum lies beyond the energy

window of all three targets, which makes its reconstruction more difficult. Moreover, the

(small) contribution from the momentum-dependent operator O10 flattens out the spectrum

at large energies. This is properly identified in models SS and FS (for which the resulting

value of c10 is comparable to that of the original benchmark point), resulting also in a very

good reconstruction of the DM mass. However, in models SV and FV for which there are no

momentum-dependent operators, the best fit is obtained for a much larger value of the DM

mass (in model SV the best fit is actually towards the boundary of the reconstructed area

with mχ ∼ 1000 GeV), so as to compensate for the flatter spectrum.

The full profile likelihood in the whole parameter space can be found in Figures 12 (SS),

13 (SV), 14 (FS), and 15 (FV) of Appendix A. As we see in these plots, the reconstructed

DM mass has a large uncertainty, and even if the right value is obtained for the best-fit point

(model SS), the 2σ (95% C.L.) region is unbounded from above. This effect is well known,

and is exacerbated by astrophysical uncertainties in the DM escape velocity [13, 78, 79]. As

we can see in the table below Figure 6, the goodness of the reconstruction is very similar

for models SS and FS. This is not surprising, since once more the response in both cases is

dominated by the same set of operators. These two models are difficult to disentangle using

direct detection alone, but as recent analyses point out, a combination with LHC data could

shed light onto the nature of the DM and the mediator [34]. The goodness of the fit for

models SV and FV is not much worse, but the reconstructed areas are extremely degenerate.

For example in model FV there is a complete degeneracy between operators O1 and O8.

4.3 Momentum-dependent DM (BP3)

Finally, we have selected an example based on fermion DM with a pure pseudo-scalar mediator

(model FS with only operator O6), since this gives rise to a very characteristic spectrum which

vanishes at small recoil energies. Notice that given our choice of parameters for benchmark

point BP3 of Table 2, only xenon sees a relevant number of DM events. However, the data

from the other targets is still useful to set up upper bounds on specific operators.

Figure 7 shows the differential DM rate corresponding to the best fit points in each model.
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Figure 6: The same as in Fig. 5, but for benchmark point BP2.
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Figure 7: The same as in Fig. 5, but for benchmark point BP3. No events are expected for

argon in the last row of plots.

We can now observe that only the right scenario (FS) produces a good fit to the signal. The

reason is that O6 is the only operator of the set considered here that is q2 dependent. In

contrast, O10 only depends on q and thus leads to a different shape. As the table below Figure

7 shows, the statistically preferred model coincides with the true model quite unequivocally.

The full parameter reconstruction can be found in Figures 16 (for model SS), 17 (SV),

18 (FS), and 19 (FV) of Appendix A. As expected, the best fit areas for the true model

FS in Figure 18 correctly identify the leading role of operator O6. In model SS, the best fit

is obtained for large O10, as it also has a non-trivial momentum dependence. Finally, when

models SV or FV are used in the reconstruction, there is a substantial tension between the

areas obtained using only xenon data and those using the other targets. If only xenon data

is considered, the best fit areas favour a leading contribution from operator O1. However,
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this would be inconsistent with the non-observation of events in argon. When argon data is

included, the best-fit area corresponds to large values of O7 in model SV or O4 in FV (to

which argon is insensitive). This tension manifests as a much poorer fit, as observed in the

table below Figure 7.

As in previous examples, we have checked the accuracy of the surrogate model in the best

fit points, obtaining a difference of less than a 1% with the full physics computation.

5 Conclusions and prospects

In this article we have introduced RAPIDD, a surrogate model to compute the binned DM

spectrum in direct detection experiments. RAPIDD substitutes the full physics computation

(which in general involves up to three nested integrals) with a much faster parametrization

in terms of ordinary polynomials of the DM mass and couplings. The surrogate model is

initially trained for a given choice of parameters using the full calculation of the DM rate for

a given set of direct detection experiments. The parametrization is then extracted using the

PROFESSOR tool.

We have validated our surrogate model using a range of examples that explore the re-

construction of DM parameters using mock-data in the multi-dimensional parameter space

of effective field theories motivated from simplified DM models. We have identified and over-

come two difficulties, corresponding to the case of low-mass dark matter and the interference

between different operators. We have also checked that RAPIDD can successfully incorpo-

rate a generic DM halo, as such obtained from N-body simulations, and include astrophysical

uncertainties in the halo parameters. In a few selected benchmark points, we have compared

our results with those of the full physics calculation, obtaining a perfect agreement and a

runtime approximately two orders of magnitude smaller.

As a final test of the full potential of RAPIDD, we have attempted the reconstruction

of DM parameters in the context of a set of simplified models using three experimental se-

tups, inspired by future DM detectors. We have considered the cases of scalar and fermion

DM particles, with either scalar or vector mediators. In these models, the dimensionality of

the parameter space (once astrophysical uncertainties are included as nuisance parameters)

ranges from six to nine dimensions and include operators with non trivial momentum depen-

dence. We have found that fourth order polynomials provide a good fit, with errors smaller

than 1%, except for the example with highest dimensionality, where fifth order polynomials

were required. Using three experimental targets (Ge, Xe, and Ar), we have illustrated the

advantage of target complementarity. Although in general, the right model cannot be fully

determined due to the limitations of experimental data, analyses like this one can be used to

assess the suitability of future experimental targets.
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In conclusion, RAPIDD is well suited to perform fast and accurate scans in a large number

of dimensions. It is therefore ideal to explore the wide parameter space of effective field theory

operators and could be used by experimental collaborations for a quick interpretation of their

results. RAPIDD can also be used in scans that require a large number of evaluations, such

as in global scans of particle physics models.
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A Complementary plots

In this appendix we include the plots that correspond to the DM parameter reconstruction

of simplified DM models in Section 4. We present here the resulting profile likelihood in the

multidimensional parameter space.

A.1 BP 1

Figure 8: Profile likelihood for the recon-

struction of DM parameters for the simu-

lated data of benchmark point BP1, using

simplified model SS. Dashed blue, green,

and orange lines correspond to the 2σ

(95% C.L.) contours obtained for individ-

ual targets of xenon, germanium, and ar-

gon. Black dashed and solid lines cor-

respond to the contours obtained for the

combination of the three targets. The best

fit point is represented by an asterisk. For

reference, the one-dimensional profile like-

lihoods are also shown.

Figure 9: The same as in Fig. 8, but for

simplified model SV.
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Figure 10: The same as in Fig. 8, but for simplified model FS.
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Figure 11: The same as in Fig. 8, but for simplified model FV.
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A.2 BP 2

Figure 12: Profile likelihood for the re-

construction of DM parameters for the

simulated data of benchmark point BP2,

using simplified model SS. Dashed blue,

green, and orange lines correspond to the

2σ (95% C.L.) contours obtained for indi-

vidual targets of xenon, germanium, and

argon. Black dashed and solid lines cor-

respond to the contours obtained for the

combination of the three targets. The best

fit point is represented by an asterisk. For

reference, the one-dimensional profile like-

lihoods are also shown.

Figure 13: The same as in Fig. 12, but for

simplified model SV.
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Figure 14: The same as in Fig. 12, but for simplified model FS.
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Figure 15: The same as in Fig. 12, but for simplified model FV.
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A.3 BP 3

Figure 16: Profile likelihood for the re-

construction of DM parameters for the

simulated data of benchmark point BP3,

using simplified model SS. Dashed blue,

green, and orange lines correspond to the

2σ (95% C.L.) contours obtained for indi-

vidual targets of xenon, germanium, and

argon. Black dashed and solid lines cor-

respond to the contours obtained for the

combination of the three targets. The best

fit point is represented by an asterisk. For

reference, the one-dimensional profile like-

lihoods are also shown.

Figure 17: The same as in Fig. 16, but for

simplified model SV.
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Figure 18: The same as in Fig. 16, but for simplified model FS.
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Figure 19: The same as in Fig. 16, but for simplified model FV.
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